
Invitation for all, interested in problems and struggle of refugees

Dear refugees and friends of the refugees, 

we would like to invite you to a film-evening with discussion:

OZA –  a film about refugees`  experiences on their  way to  Europe (with

German subtitles) – When? 10.09.15 at 7 pm – Where? In Freiburg, meet us

in front of the BEA, Lörracherstraße and from there to the SUSI-Café in Vauban

B
„BOZA“ is a word in the western African language Bambara and means „victory“. „BOZA“

shout  the  migrants  from countries  of  the  south  of  Sahara,  when  ,after  years  of  vain

attempts, they finally  achieve to overcome borders and walls of Europe.  

The  film reveals  the  brutal  effects  of  Europe’s  forced  and  financed  border  regime  in

Maghreb and bad living conditions of migrants hiding in Moroccan forests near the Spanish

colonies of Ceuta and Melilla. Getting over the six meter high fence with barbed wire has

produced a lot of seriously injured and dead refugees. Also at the Tunisian-Libyan border

hundreds of refugees are waiting in a camp in the Tunisian desert for admission in a secure

European country. 

But once arrived in Europe, the Odysee is not at its end. Refugees and migrants have to

fight against a racist system of asylum, locked up in isolated camps without a perspective

for  years.  The  Tunisian director of  film  Walid  Fellah  accompanied  refugees  on  their

clandestine  journey  and  build  the  bridge  to  the  struggle  of   refugees  in  Europe.  He,

together  with members of “Refugee 4 change,” took part in the march for freedom from

Strasbourg to Brussels in summer 2014 against the racist migration and border politics of

Europe.

In  contrast  to  most  films  about  the  border  regime  directed  by  Europeans,  “BOZA”

emphasizes the perspective of  refugees and migrants,  who do not  accept the borders

between Europe and none Europe.

After the movie there will be discussion with an activist of „Refugees for change“
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